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WELCOME TO THE SPRING 2019 EDITION OF DRILLTORQUE.
JSW has had an eventful last quarter with a few tough challenges testing the resilience 
of our team and some exciting moments around safety, the fleet and our people.

As a contractor we work in a fluid environment where long-standing projects reach 
their conclusion, others are extended or updated, and new contracts are won. This 
means that we need to be agile and responsive to change, and we need to be 
prepared to act in our best interests, especially when change is beyond our control.

BBurg alliance: JSW and our related IP company  
IDAT (Intelligent Drilling Applications and Technology) 
have formed a strategic alliance with BBurg 
to develop a leading technology rig to tackle 
challenging RC drilling requirements in the steep 
terrain at Solomon. JSW shared ideas and concepts 
with BBurg to provide the foundation for the 
development of the new BBurg HD2500RC drill.  
The custom high capacity, small footprint rig 
operating with radio remote control systems will be 
put into operation at the site in early December 2019 
with a second due for deployment in 2020. 

EMPLOYEE ACHIEVEMENTS
Cert IV Leadership & Management Course graduates:  
Recently, seven JSW leaders from across the 
organisation demonstrated their commitment to 
developing their management and team building 
skills by completing their Certificate IV in Leadership & 
Management.  Congratulations on your achievement. 

OUR PEOPLE
New CFO: We are thrilled to welcome our new Chief 
Financial Officer, Chris Parkinson, to the team! 
Chris, who has a huge amount of experience in the 
Corporate Finance industry, has shown deep down 
that he has a likeminded value set to the existing 
management team and is already making significant 
contributions to JSW. 

5-year milestones: Congratulations to James Flain, 
Brett Gallagher, Ryan Harry and Jared Pierson for 
celebrating 5 years with JSW.

FUTURE WORK
James Chomley and Steve Payne have been very 
active completing tenders for new drill and blast, and 
mineral work and we are expecting some contract 
wins in the lead up to Christmas. I look forward to 
updating you all as and when projects are secured, 
as well as welcoming back to JSW some of the staff 
who we unfortunately had to let go when Bald Hill and 
Batchfire wound down.

Jeff Branson - CEO

COMPANY ACHIEVEMENT
Five Years LTI Free: On 1 September 2019, JSW reached 
the significant milestone of five years Lost Time Injury 
(LTI) free. Safety is one of our core values at JSW 
and we are proud of this accomplishment, which 
speaks volumes about how we all approach our work. 
This achievement is thanks to our staff, clients and 
contractors for their commitment to upholding such 
high safety standards.  

PROJECT UPDATES
Bald Hill:  In late August the owners of the Bald Hill 
mine went into voluntary administration.  We are 
working with SMS who have been excellent contract 
partners on recovering payment for works completed.

Our Bald Hill team worked tirelessly, running a 
24-hour-a-day demobilisation plan in tandem with 
head office management staff that saw all of our 
assets demobilised from the site within three days 
and ensuring we retained possession of our drills 
and other plant and equipment. This is an excellent 
example of JSW’s team first approach. The closure of 
Bald Hill operations resulted in a number of staff being 
transferred to other projects and others unfortunately 
being made redundant as no alternative work was 
immediately available. Thank you to all employees 
who contributed to Bald Hill, which scaled up very 
quickly in a hard rock environment that required 
superior drilling and blasting skills to meet the 
contracted production and quality requirements.

Batchfire: An approximate 40 percent reduction 
in thermal coal prices over the past 12 months has 
placed financial pressure on Batchfire, which operates 
the Callide project in Queensland. As a result, the JSW 
contract drilling workload has been reduced in two 
steps, initially by approximately 60 percent with the 
contract due for completion on 23 December 2019.

It is a credit to all JSW personnel at Batchfire that 
we have completed our works to date LTI free and 
achieved the production targets set by Batchfire. 
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5 YEARS LTI-FREE MILESTONE ACHIEVED

FEATURE 03

On 1 September JSW reached the significant 
milestone of five years Lost Time Injury (LTI) 
free company-wide.
Safety is one of our core values at JSW and we 
are proud of this accomplishment which speaks 
volumes about how we all approach our work. 

This achievement is thanks to our staff, clients and 
contractors for their commitment to upholding 
such high safety standards.  

“No compromise” – providing a solid  
safety foundation 
A key to the successful achievement of this 
milestone has been our unwavering commitment 
to ensuring that JSW is one of Australia’s 
safest drilling companies.  We take pride in our 
performance record and our ‘no compromise’ 
approach ensures that we consistently exceed 
industry benchmarks. 

Safety takes unconditional priority in the way 
we work, and protecting our employees’ health 
and safety is vital to the success of our business.  
To support our commitment to safety, we are 
vigilant in the continuous development of our 
safety culture and processes with not only our 
employees, but also our partners, contractors  
and sub-contractors. 

This approach has ensured that we have been 
able to reach such a significant milestone. 

Striving for excellence
Safety goes beyond compliance. 

It is core to our HSET Management Systems 
and reinforced through our people, policies, 
procedures, risk assessment and hazard 
identification tools, all of which have played a key 
role in the achievement of this milestone. 

At JSW, we are committed to: 

• The prevention of illness, injury and loss by 
systematically identifying, controlling, and 
eliminating risks and hazards;

• The adoption of safe work practices  
and standards;

• Ensuring a process for communication and 
consultation is in place for all employees;

• Observing the requirements of all relevant 
legislation, approved guidance notes and codes 
of practice; and

• Promoting the continuous improvement 
of safety and health systems and the 
management of best practices in the workplace.

By sticking to these core principles we have 
achieved a milestone of which we can all 
be proud. Thanks again to you all for your 
commitment and support, we look forward to 
extending our LTI Free milestone even further. 
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Recently, seven JSW leaders from across the 
organisation demonstrated a commitment to 
developing their management and team building 
skills by completing a Cert IV in Leadership 
& Management. 

A two-day practical course, hosted by JSW’s 
Enterprise Registered Training Organisation (RTO), 
was followed by a five-day interactive workshop 
run by Roy Fitzgerald of Environmental Resource 
Management (ERM). 

The graduates were impressed by the way in  
which the course was run as well as with the  
simple and practical tools they obtained to  
improve communication and develop their staff. 

As an independently audited RTO, JSW provides 
training to a nationally accredited standard with 
clear, structured progression and career paths 
for employees. 

Our people are the key to our performance and the 
successful delivery of our objectives, and we are 
dedicated to investing, supporting, training and 
rewarding our teams.

To learn more about training opportunities  
at JSW, please contact HSET Manager, Bob McNair.  

04 BUSINESS UPDATE

“Our Leadership and Management training was 
refreshing and motivating, certainly not the usual 
training course. Roy created a great environment 
for us to learn in, with materials and presentations 
that kept us engaged every session.”  
- Laurie Pratt, Compliance Manager

“I would recommend this Management Course 
to all current and future leaders within the JSW 
group. The course content and presentation 
was A1 from Roy Fitzgerald. This will be one of the 
sharpest tools in your kit.”  
– Andrew Birch, Batchfire Maintenance Supervisor

“I believe that every JSW Supervisor and Project 
Manager should undertake this course.” 
 – James Flain, Senior Geologist Supervisor

“I would highly recommend this course to anyone 
who wants to promote a quality team at their site. 
Thanks for making this training available JSW!”  
– Luke Clarke, Boddington Project Manager

GRADUATES FULL 
OF PRAISE FOR 
‘REFRESHING’ COURSE
Congratulations to JSW’s Certificate 
IV Leadership & Management Course 
graduates! 

It has been a busy time at the South32 
Boddington site over the past quarter with  
drill targets being reached, major works 
carried out on drills, and a new labour hire 
contact secured at a nearby gold mine.

BODDINGTON TEAM  HITS ITS TARGET

GD5000 rigs at work.

The JSW drill crews worked hard during August 
and September to reach their drill metre target. 
This is a great outcome despite delays caused 
by noise restrictions that were in place due to 
the close proximity of the local community.

A third GD5000 rig was recently mobilised at 
the client’s request to ensure they reach their 
production targets. This means that JSW now 
has two additional operators on site.

Rigs at the Boddington site are undergoing 
major works and the GD5000 will also be used 
to provide coverage until the works have 
been completed. 

Meanwhile, four JSW operators have been 
hired to operate rigs at the Newmont Gold 
Mine in Boddington after JSW was awarded a 
contract for labour hire services at the mine.  

JSW’s Certificate IV Leadership & Management Course graduates.
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CAPABILITIES AND INNOVATION 05

The JSW Solomon team is delighted to 
welcome two new Safety Representatives 
– Offsider Daniel Naniseni and 
Maintenance Fitter Travis Martin – to 
support the HSET Coordinators in their 
efforts to ensure the safety and wellbeing 
of personnel on site. 
Safety Representatives are crucial to the 
workforce as they ensure open lines of 
communication between site management 
and the frontline crews on safety-related issues. 

Daniel has been with the team since the 
beginning of the year. Originally hired through 
a contract company, Daniel demonstrated 
hard work and dedication to become a JSW 
employee.  Working on the rigs in the field with 
the drill crew, Daniel is an excellent point of 
contact for safety-related questions the drill 
crew may have.

Travis joined the team in early July 2019 and 
his positive attitude and great personality 
has already helped to create a strong bond 
between the maintenance department and 
the drill crew. 

We wish both Daniel and Travis all the best 
in their additional roles and will continue to 
support them wherever we can. 

NEW SOLOMON SAFETY 
REPS TO SUPPORT  
STAFF WELLBEING 

Solomon team at work.

AROUND OUR SITES

NEW CUSTOM DRILL 
TO TACKLE DIFFICULT 
TERRAIN AT SOLOMON
JSW has formed a strategic co-operation 
alliance with German drill rig innovator BBurg 
to develop a leading technology rig to tackle 
challenging terrain at Solomon. 
Drawing on its many years of experience working at 
the FMG site, as well as the challenges posed by the 
tricky terrain, JSW shared ideas and concepts with 
BBurg to provide the foundation for the development 
of the new HD2500RC drill. 

The custom machine, designed to work on a small 
footprint, will be put into operation at the site in 
December with a second due for deployment during 
the first quarter of 2020. 

JSW drilled the first holes that defined the original 
Solomon orebody in 2007 and in May 2014, with joint-
venture partner Eastern Guruma, it was awarded a 
contract for RC grade control services at Solomon.

The terrain at Solomon makes the preparation of drill 
pads difficult and expensive, which created an urgent 
need for a high-powered, small footprint drill rig. 

Features of the new rig 
Applying BBurg’s knowledge and experience in the 
development of top hammer and down-the-hole 
machines for mining applications, the new drill has  
the following key features:  

• Small footprint with width of 3.5m;
• High power with capacity to push 1150 cfm of air  

at 500psi down the hole;
• Remote-controlled rod handling to increase 

productivity and improve safety;
• 330m of rod capacity on board; and
• Full wireless remote control.

The tricky terrain at Solomon.

CAD drawing of the new rig.
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DARNELLE BLURTON 
GETS NAIDOC WEEK 
RECOGNITION 
Congratulations to Solomon Offsider, Darnelle 
Blurton, who was awarded client FMG’s  
“Deadly Award” during NAIDOC Week in July. 
The award recognised Darnelle for being a fierce 
worker, exceeding expectations and not letting 
challenging tasks get in her way. She was also 
commended for her initiative and positive work ethic. 
Darnelle is the only female JSW offsider at Solomon 
and is doing a tremendous job in a physically 
demanding role. Well done Darnelle, we are so 
proud of you!
NAIDOC Week recognises and celebrates the 
culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people around Australia and JSW 
acknowledges the important role it has in supporting 
the aims and ambitions of Indigenous Australians. 
Community involvement is very important to JSW and 
is at the heart of the way we work in remote areas.

06 VALUES IN ACTION

JSW representatives attended two 
major mining events during August. 
The events gave them the opportunity to meet with 
clients and other stakeholders as well as enjoy some 
lighter moments with their industry counterparts. 

Diggers & Dealers 
Diggers & Dealers is held annually in Kalgoorlie 
and was again very well attended with more than 
2,000 delegates from the mining, exploration and 
professional services industries. This year there 
was particular excitement amongst gold miners in 
the wake of the resurgent gold price. The positive 
sentiment around the commodity will hopefully have 
some spin-offs for JSW as new opportunities open up. 

Darnelle (third from the right) pictured with FMG team.

JSW ATTENDS DIGGERS AND AIMEX
As sponsor, JSW was proud of the WA School of 
Mines Alumni (WASMA) presence during the event. 
WASMA coordinate several activities and events, 
including the WASMA and Women in Mining WA 
(WIMWA) Sundowner.
Our COO, Warren Fair and the Investment 
Director of Allegro, Jeffrey Largier, represented the 
company at Diggers and had a particularly great 
time with Rick the Eagle at the WASMA and WIMWA 
Sundowner event!

AIMEX Conference 
Our CEO, Jeff Branson attended the AIMEX 
Conference in Sydney from 27 to 29 August. 
The conference is held every two years and 
provides an opportunity for mining technology, 
equipment and services suppliers from across the 
Asia-Pacific region to meet and explore business 
opportunities. 
Jeff met with industry stakeholders and clients, 
including BBurg who had a stand at the event 
showcasing their drill fleet offering including new 
deep hole, high capacity drill rigs. BBurg will be 
supplying several new drill rigs to the JSW fleet in 
the coming months. 

Jeffrey Largier and Warren Fair 
give the event a thumbs-up.

  COMMUNITY AND EVENTS

We have a strong history of supporting the local 
communities we work in and our goal is to further 
increase Indigenous participation through regional 
employment and training programs. 
We have a clear objective to increase the numbers 
of Indigenous Australians employed within the  
drilling industry which, over time, will create  
broader, long-term opportunities for  
structured career pathways for 
 Indigenous Australians.
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HR UPDATE 07  

NEW CHIEF  
FINANCIAL OFFICER
WELCOME CHRIS PARKINSON
We are thrilled to welcome Chris Parkinson, 
our new CFO, to the team! Chris has a huge 
amount of experience in the corporate 
finance industry and we look forward to his 
contribution to JSW.

 Q&A
Where did you grow up?
I grew up in Kalamunda and didn’t move “down the hill” until my early twenties.

Where did you start your career?
I joined Barry, Chester and Hick, an accounting firm in West Perth, after I finished my university studies.

Are you married and/or have children?
I’m married to Natalie and we have three children: Annabel (14), Caitlin (12) and Lucas (8).

Which sport do you follow?
I follow the Dockers in the AFL.  I’ve also started to watch plenty of MLB baseball on TV.

What do you do in your spare time?
Most of my week I’m sitting in meetings or in front of a computer screen, so I spend most of my weekends 
outside either playing golf or wielding assorted two-stroke power tools in the garden.

What is your hidden talent that no one knows about?
I’m particularly proud of my BBQ garlic prawns.

What are you most looking forward to whilst employed by JSW?
I’m looking forward to getting out of the office and learning as much as I can about the rigs, drilling and 
the people in the JSW team.  It’s much easier to understand the numbers when you understand how the 
business works.

What attracted you to the JSW CFO role?
The opportunity to be involved with a genuinely innovative company was a huge attraction.   

CELEBRATING OUR 
SERVICE MILESTONES
In each edition of DrillTorque we acknowledge 
team members who celebrate their fifth or tenth 
year anniversary milestones at the company. 
Congratulations and thank you!

FIVE YEARS

Chris Parkinson

NAME START DATE

James Daniel Flain 28 July 2014

Brett Gallagher 4 August 2014

Ryan Harry 4 September 2014

Jared Pierson 8 September 2014

YEAR MILESTONES

5
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PERTH BRANCH 
+61 8 9494 1352 
5 Corokia Way, Bibra Lake, WA 6163

KALGOORLIE BRANCH 
+61 8 9091 3646 
10 Hunter Street, Kalgoorlie, WA 6430

PERTH TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 
+61 8 6370 5108 
4 Kalmia Rd, Bibra Lake, WA 6163

info@jswaustralia.com 
jswaustralia.com 


